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Services Offered:
 Cost: $75.00 per hr., plus mileage and expenses   Photo-retouching prices vary according to nature of assignment - $50.00 minimum

     Personalized Portraiture
         This is a unique portrait session. Each portrait is defined by the individual and the personal portrait image             
         you are seeking to express. These sessions are conducted at your home or in a setting of your choosing in                        
         which you feel most comfortable. A portrait sitting may last 30 minutes or less. It may also last an hour or   
         more. The portrait session ends when your inner self is expressed.
 
      Photo-Journalism
 Do you have an event, sports event, or other news worthy activity you need covered? With almost 20 years     
 of experience as a photo-journalist many different kinds of events have been covered and published by   
 various newspapers in the state of Arizona. From tragic accidents, to major forest fires, politicians of every  
 stripe and heart-warming stories have been on this beat.

      Commercial and Industrial
 Photography of table top set ups from highly reflective metal objects to orthapedic shoes, to manufactor  
 ing facilities, to photographing from an airplane are only a few of the many diverse situations encountered  
 by Photographic WaterColors. Working in an industrial environment is an area where Photographic Water  
 Colors is well versed; having spent several years on location shooting the innards of various manufactur  
 ing processes and procedures.

      Sports and Event Photography
 Earning many awards for sports photography, the reputation of Photographic WaterColors has grown.   
 Whatever your sporting event, it has probably been covered by Photographic WaterColors; from swim   
 meets to flying disc tournaments to tri-athlons to golf tournaments. Event photography is also a speciality;   
 Gem shows, Arts & Crafts festivals, Native American Pow-Wows, quilting exhibits and the famous Ma-  
 rine birthday celebration have been photographed with applause from the organizers and with many thanks  
 for the excellent coverage.
 
     Photo-Retouching & Restoration
 This service generally encompasses the fixing of damaged, worn, and/or faded photographs. Retouch  
 ing photographs is also in this catagory and usually involves the manipulation of the photo in some form.   
 That is; a background is changed, a person is removed or added or something is fixed on a person or   
 people in the photograph.

 


